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This book explores Evelyn Underhill's spirituality for daily living by describing aspects of her life and writings that are relevant for contemporary Christians in their daily living. It
combines scholarly research and pastoral applications. The first part focuses on three influences on her life: experiences and images, her study of the mystics, and her work with
spiritual guides. The second part discusses Underhill's spirituality for daily living based on a study of her letters, retreats, and other spiritual writings. The third part presents her
legacy for the third millennium: her study of mysticism, her spiritual guidance, and her spirituality for daily living. This work highlights aspects of her life with which readers may
identify, for example: her own return to the Anglican communion after fourteen years; her ecumenical dialogue with the Orthodox church and her lifelong attraction to the mystical
and sacramental aspect of Roman Catholicism; her study of Sufi mystics bringing her into interfaith dialogue; her pacifist stance in World War II; and her prophetic contribution to
the Anglican church as a woman spiritual director, retreat preacher, theologian, spiritual writer, and spiritual resource for today.
A Humorous Adventure Story for Kids 8 to 88 The STONE Age meets the TEENage! Quentin Moss is an average 13-year-old boy with an anything-but-average problem: the
cave boy he dreamed about last night has shown up, alive and smelly, in his bedroom. As past and present collide with comic consequences, Quentin must hide the secret
identity of his new friend who is fascinated by zippers and loves to flush the toilet — over and over again. Before the day is over, Quentin and his best friend, Dex, have to find a
way to help the homesick cave boy get back to his home — thousands of years in the past. But first they have to get through the school day. Quentin may not be the cutest,
smartest guy in school, but the way he deals with the greatest adventure of his life will have readers of all ages laughing out loud. Get your copy today and start enjoying Quentin
and the Cave Boy today!
Dad, ever wondered how you're doing as a father? Feeling as if you could do better? Wondering whether it is too late to do it right or even make corrections? Concerned that
your time came and went, and you blew the shot? Take heart; you're not alone in asking yourself whether you are on the plus or minus side as a dad and being afraid of the
answer. In The Dad Who is There: My Journey to Becoming a Plus-side Father Greg Schillo gives encouragement to all dads to keep up the effort, no matter where you are in
your fathering. He lets you know it's never too late, you'll be glad you stayed with it, and you may even be doing better than you knew!
Like most people, Irina Gorski has a past. A past that she wants to keep secret. She had fought in the war against Emperor Lalani were she was a member of a secret military
organization call the Arcanum Mortis. Her job was to do the impossible tasks which usually required a flexible set of moral standards. A job in which she excelled. It has been 15
years since the end of the war, and she is now a Maintenance Chief on an out of the way research station. The job was fine with Irina because all she wanted to do was raise her
daughter, Pearl. Her biggest fear was her daughter finding out about her past. Things are fine for her until one day a terrorist group called the Brotherhood decide that they are
going to make her remote out of the way planet their new home world. Now she has to use her training from the past to try to stop the Brotherhood and save her daughter as well
as the researchers and their families. Irina wondered which was harder, keeping secrets or raising a teenage daughter.
This book has all the elements that makes for a great story. It has romance and mystery and murder and mischief. It is a real page turner. Once you start reading it, you can not
wait to get to the end to find out answers that has surprising conclusions.
A postmodernist metacritical look at theories of African literature.
Do you embrace change with optimism and resilience? Or do you resist it with fear, denial, and frustration? Are you at a loss for how to move past adversity and challenge?
Would you like to create more positive change in your life? This is the book for YOU! Change is't going anywhere and will continue to happen again, again, and again . . . with
you, without you, for you, or against you. That's life. They why do some people strive and thrive, while others flop and flounder? You have the power to choose. In Release the
Power of Re3: 77 Ways to Create Positive Change & Transformation, Susan Young shares her 3-Step formula for harnessing the power of change, being exponentially resilient,
and optimizing your outcomes in life and in business. Whether you hope to navigate change more successfully, create something brand new, or improve upon the past, Susan
Young will help you make the right choices for the right changes.
Deida explores the most important issues in men's lives--from career and family to women and intimacy to love and spirituality--to offer a practical guidebook for living a
masculine life of integrity, authenticity, and freedom.
This dark beauty was no ordinary woman. Born from the pure flames of a sacred fire, Draupadi was devoted wife to the five famously talented and virtuous Pandava brothers.
The evil Kauravas wanted her for themselves, and eyed the Pandava kingdom as well. Raging at their impertinence, and ranting at her husbands’ helplessness, Draupadi
inspired a deadly war which wiped out the Kaurava scourge for ever.
'It is singular, that my having spent a winter with one of the most dissipated women in England should have sobered my mind so completely.' Maria Edgeworth's 1801 novel,
Belinda, is an absorbing, sometimes provocative, tale of social and domestic life among the English aristocracy and gentry. The heroine of the title, only too conscious of being
'advertised' on the marriage market, grows in moral maturity as she seeks to balance self-fulfilment with achieving material success. Among those whom she encounters are the
socialite Lady Delacour, whose brilliance and wit hide a tragic secret, the radical feminist Harriot Freke, the handsome and wealthy Creole gentleman Mr Vincent, and the
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mercurial Clarence Hervey, whose misguided idealism has led him into a series of near-catastrophic mistakes. In telling their story Maria Edgeworth gives a vivid picture of life in
late eighteenth-century London, skilfully showing both the attractions of leisured society and its darker side, and blending drawing-room comedy with challenging themes
involving serious illness, obsession, slavery and interracial marriage.
Animals and Women is a collection of pioneering essays that explores the theoretical connections between feminism and animal defense. Offering a feminist perspective on the
status of animals, this unique volume argues persuasively that both the social construction and oppressions of women are inextricably connected to the ways in which we
comprehend and abuse other species. Furthermore, it demonstrates that such a focus does not distract from the struggle for women’s rights, but rather contributes to it. This
wide-ranging multidisciplinary anthology presents original material from scholars in a variety of fields, as well as a rare, early article by Virginia Woolf. Exploring the leading edge
of the species/gender boundary, it addresses such issues as the relationship between abortion rights and animal rights, the connection between woman-battering and animal
abuse, and the speciesist basis for much sexist language. Also considered are the ways in which animals have been regarded by science, literature, and the environmentalist
movement. A striking meditation on women and wolves is presented, as is an examination of sexual harassment and the taxonomy of hunters and hunting. Finally, this
compelling collection suggests that the subordination and degradation of women is a prototype for other forms of abuse, and that to deny this connection is to participate in the
continued mistreatment of animals and women.
To create the life you really want, you have to learn to find and do things that you are passionate about. And you can be passionate enough, motivated enough in life if you knew
that there was a definite achievable goal that you could work towards. You might be at that stage in life where you are living a routine life going through the motions of everyday
life without any sense of purpose or passion for what you are doing. Deep down you have a sense of frustration, a yearning to do something more, go someplace else but fear
and uncertainty pull you down. Fear not, take it step by step and slowly you will find yourself more motivated, more fired up and you will start living your life with more passion.
Catherine had received cruise tickets, apparently as some sort of prize in a contest. She had decided not to go when a near death tragedy changed her life forever. The experience made her
realize how much of life she’d been missing. Ever since she was a child, fate had tried to weave her into the fabric of her destiny. Now it seemed that time had finally caught her and Catherine
would become embroiled in an age-old mystery that she must either solve or share the fate of so many before her!
Pacific Colony, a Southern California institution established to care for the "feebleminded," justified the incarceration, sterilization, and forced mutilation of some of the most vulnerable
members of society from the 1920s through the 1950s. Institutional records document the convergence of ableism and racism in Pacific Colony. Analyzing a vast archive, Natalie Lira reveals
how political concerns over Mexican immigration--particularly ideas about the low intelligence, deviant sexuality, and inherent criminality of the "Mexican race"--shaped decisions regarding the
treatment and reproductive future of Mexican-origin patients. Labaratory of Deficiency documents the ways Mexican-origin people sought out creative ways to resist institutional control and
offers insight into the ways race, disability, and social deviance have been called upon to justify the confinement and reproductive constraint of certain individuals in the name of public health
and progress.
Stroll through any public park in Brooklyn on a weekday afternoon and you will see black women with white children at every turn. Many of these women are of Caribbean descent, and they
have long been a crucial component of New York's economy, providing childcare for white middle- and upper-middleclass families. Raising Brooklyn offers an in-depth look at the daily lives of
these childcare providers, examining the important roles they play in the families whose children they help to raise. Tamara Mose Brown spent three years immersed in these Brooklyn
communities: in public parks, public libraries, and living as a fellow resident among their employers, and her intimate tour of the public spaces of gentrified Brooklyn deepens our understanding
of how these women use their collective lives to combat the isolation felt during the workday as a domestic worker. Though at first glance these childcare providers appear isolated and
exploited—and this is the case for many—Mose Brown shows that their daily interactions in the social spaces they create allow their collective lives and cultural identities to flourish. Raising
Brooklyn demonstrates how these daily interactions form a continuous expression of cultural preservation as a weapon against difficult working conditions, examining how this process unfolds
through the use of cell phones, food sharing, and informal economic systems. Ultimately, Raising Brooklyn places the organization of domestic workers within the framework of a social justice
movement, creating a dialogue between workers who don't believe their exploitative work conditions will change and an organization whose members believe change can come about through
public displays of solidarity.
In the aftermath of America's centennial celebrations of 1876, readers developed an appetite for chronicles of the nation's past. Born amid this national vogue, the field of American literary
history was touted as the balm for numerous "ills"_from burgeon
The comics within capture in intimate, often awkward, but always relatable detail the tribulations and triumphs of life. In particular, the lives of 18 Jewish women artists who bare all in their
work, which appeared in the internationally acclaimed exhibition “Graphic Details: Confessional Comics by Jewish Women.” The comics are enhanced by original essays and interviews with
the artists that provide further insight into the creation of autobiographical comics that resonate beyond self, beyond gender, and beyond ethnicity.
Serving others is a vital part of the Christian life. Time and again Christ demonstrated the importance of putting others first and giving what we can to help those less fortunate. As adults, we
recognize the importance of instilling these values in our children and youth, but simply telling them to love their neighbor isn’t enough; to leave a lasting impression, they need to see and
experience love in action.77 Ways Your Family Can Make a Difference is an easy-to-use resource that parents can use to cultivate compassion in their children and engage their family in acts
of service. Filled with suggestions, activities, Bible verses, and topics for discussion, this re-usable manual inspires families to look for ways to make the world a better place by making a
difference in the lives of others.Features include:Creative activities that can be adapted to fit your unique familyService ideas for a variety of budgetsBible verses at the end of each activity to
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help children connect the practical aspects of God’s truth to their livesInteractive discussion questions to help teens understand the importance of each activity and correlate it to God’s
WordSuggestions that encourage whole families—parents, kids, grandparents, and other relatives—to spend time together as they practice biblical servanthoodIn addition to families, these
ideas and activities can be easily adapted to use with youth groups, Sunday School classes, home school curriculums, small-groups, and church-wide community projects.
Are you looking for a complete cookbook about Japanese and Chinese cuisines? In this 3 books in 1 edition, you will find over 250 recipes to prepare traditional and contemporary Japanese and Chinese
dishes In the first book, Japanese Ramen Cookbook, you will learn how to make ramen broth and noodles at home. Ramen is a traditional Japanese noodles soup, served in a meat, fish or vegetables broth,
flavored with miso or soy sauces. Toppings vary a lot and go from pork, shrimps, dried seaweed and scallions. Every Japanese area has a typical ramen, but they all are served in bowls, warm in winter and
often dry and cold in summer. Despite being a Chinese dish, it appeared in Japan likely in 1620s and since then it stuck with the local traditions, spreading as common dish for both in house consumption and
dine-out experience. Nowadays there are thousands of ramen bar in Japan, but the depth of the flavors and aromas spread all around the world and you can eat true authentic ramen in NYC, London, Milan
or Sydney. In Ramen Cookbook by Adele Tyler you will learn: 77 recipes to prepare ramen at home 77 ways to cook ramen, from broth to toppings 77 traditional and modern Japanese recipes for homemade
Japanese ramen bowls Knowing how to cook ramen at home is the best way to taste it If you want to warm up in winter or enjoy a true Japanese dish all year around. In the second book, Japanese
Cookbook, you will discover over 100 recipes for amazing traditional Japanese dishes. Sushi. Sashimi. Ramen. Okonomiyaki. Onigiri. Tempura. Are you looking for the closer all you can eat? Stop it. Now.
You can cook perfect Japanese - real Japanese, just to avoid mistakes - dishes at home with a simple cookbook and some will. Don't you believe that? Follow Adele Tyler in her next amazing cooking class.
In Japanese Cookbook you will find several recipes for everything from breakfast to dinner, the most amazing miso soups, crunchy tempura shrimps and grilled yakitori. In Japanese Home Cooking you will
learn: How to cook Japanese food at home How to prepare sushi at hom Comfort food: ramen and more Bento and bowls If you love Asian flavors and you are a home cook with wide interests, this cookbook
is for you! In the third book, Chinese Cookbook, you will learn over 100 recipes for true mandarin recipes. Chicken. Beef. Pork. Dumplings. Hot pot. Few words that recall clearly and distinctly the intense
amazing flavors from one of the best and most spread way of cooking in the world: the Chinese food. Despite Chinese food is known mostly for dishes like Baozi, Dumplings and Szechuan Chicken, the
variety of this millenarian food tradition goes way beyond the all time classics. In this book you will explore the depth of the Chinese food history, getting to know tasteful mouthwatering recipes to spice up
your meals. If you prefer vegetarian recipes, this book has you covered, with a wide chapter about Chinese vegetarian recipes for the most amazing meals, prepared in a respectful and ethic way. In Chinese
Home Cooking you will learn: Brief history of Chinese food and its evolution during the last century Over 100 recipes for modern and classic Chinese dishes A chapter dedicated to Chinese vegetarian meal
prep If you want to impress your fiends and family, this Chinese cookbook is for you! Scroll up, click on buy it now and get your copy today!
Explores black women writers’ treatment of the ancestor figure. The Grasp That Reaches beyond the Grave investigates the treatment of the ancestor figure in Toni Cade Bambara’s The Salt Eaters, Paule
Marshall’s Praisesong for the Widow, Phyllis Alesia Perry’s Stigmata and A Sunday in June, Toni Morrison’s Beloved,Tananarive Due’s The Between, and Julie Dash’s film, Daughters of the Dust in order
to understand how they draw on African cosmology and the interrelationship of ancestors, elders, and children to promote healing within the African American community. Venetria K. Patton suggests that the
experience of slavery with its concomitant view of black women as “natally dead” has impacted African American women writers’ emphasis on elders and ancestors as they seek means to counteract notions
of black women as somehow disconnected from the progeny of their wombs. This misperception is in part addressed via a rich kinship system, which includes the living and the dead. Patton notes an
uncanny connection between depictions of elder, ancestor, and child figures in these texts and Kongo cosmology. These references suggest that these works are examples of Africanisms or African
retentions, which continue to impact African American culture.
A child is missing. The words chill Detective Mike Ryan and bring to mind memories of his own tragedy. He'll dedicate every resource he has until the girl Sicily is found, safe...and alive. His investigation hits
a snag with Sicily's aunt and guardian, Beth Greenway. Beth's cool demeanor is at odds with the situation, making him suspicious. She's definitely hiding something. But the more time he spends with her, the
less he believes that something is about the missing niece. And with all that contact, Mike sees Beth's vulnerabilities. Suddenly, he wants to protect her, even while he wants to know her secrets. As the
search hits one roadblock after another, Mike's dedication intensifies. He needs to bring Sicily home for Beth...but also for the future he wants with them.
Includes glossary and interview with the author.
Siesta Key's Detective Meri Ann Fehr's mother disappeared fifteen years before she receives a troubling call from an Idaho detective. He believes he's found the missing woman's jewelry lying beside skeletal
remains on a high plateau on the outskirts of Boise. Eager to end years of uncertainty and to jump-start the cold case, Meri Ann flies west. The Basque detective handling the case would rather she stay in
sunny Florida--not so the killer Her arrival sets in motion a horrific, calculated plan. Final Grave keeps the reader guessing right up to the final sentence. A chilling who done it. JB Hamilton Queen -author of
Imminent Reprisal and Masters of the Breed Bernitts deft touch with detail put the reader firmly in the great northwest, where her characters jump to life. Myriad plot twists make this a page turner. Madonna
Dries Christensen - author of Masquerade: The Swindler Who Conned J.Edgar Hoover
Anglo-Saxon England is the only publication which consistently embraces all the main aspects of study of Anglo-Saxon history and culture - linguistic, literary, textual, palaeographic, religious, intellectual,
historical, archaeological and artistic - and which promotes the more unusual interests - in music or medicine or education, for example. Articles in volume 35 include: Record of the twelfth conference of the
International Society of Anglo-Saxonists at Bavarian-American Centre, University of Munich, 1-6 August 2005; Virgil the Grammarian and Bede: a preliminary study; Knowledge of whelk dyes and pigments in
Anglo-Saxon England; The representation of the mind as an enclosure in Old English poetry; The origin of the numbered sections in Beowulf and in other Old English poems; An ethnic dating of Beowulf;
Hrothgar's horses: feral or thoroughbred?; 'thelthryth of Ely in a lost calendar from Munich; Alfred's epistemological metaphors: eagan modes and scip modes; Bibliography for 2005.

77 Ways Your Family Can Make a DifferenceIdeas and Activities for Serving OthersBeacon Hill Press
Even the best Sunday school teachers struggle against boredom in their classrooms. This sourcebook of new material helps teachers put their own creativity to work through 77
carefully designed ideas for interesting, enriching programs. Ilustrated throughout.
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